
Highly precise and efficient
CRR 950 repair software for diesel common-rail injectors



Professionally repaired 
Common-rail diesel injectors

Pressures up to several thousand bars and multiple fuel injections in a fraction of a second: diesel 
injectors have to meet steadily increasing requirements to comply with today’s stricter emission 
standards. To accomplish this, all components must work together with high precision – and this  
also has to be ensured when servicing or repairing engines. The CRR 950 software from Bosch  
has been specially developed to support professional repairs of magnetic solenoid common-rail  
diesel injectors.

Combined instructions and input fields  
So you won’t have to awkwardly switch back and forth 
among multiple windows, all input fields and instructi-
ons are combined in just one. This lets you view all im-
portant information at a glance.  

User-friendly interface 
All software functions are clearly and understandably 
displayed. An intuitive menu lets you perform all steps 
in sequence and even seamlessly resume after taking 
a break.

 ◾  Simple operation thanks to a clear  
overview

 ◾  Comprehensive database, regularly updated 
via the internet

 ◾ Customized repair sequences
 ◾  Simultaneous repairs to multiple injectors 

for maximum efficiency
 ◾  Clearly organized usage report to  

facilitate ordering of replacement parts

Minimum requirements  
for computerAdvantages at a glance

 ◾  Processor: at least dual-core with  
1.6 GHz

 ◾ Memory: 8 GB of RAM DDR4
 ◾ Free storage capacity: 50 GB
 ◾ Three available USB ports
 ◾ Monitor resolution: at least 1,920 x 1,080 
 ◾  Operating system: Windows 10 (64-bit) 

or 11 (64-bit)
 ◾ Internet speed: at least 6 Mbit/s 



CRR 950 software  
The economical repair solution

Extended and optimized capabilities  
The software lets you concurrently repair up to six  
injectors of the same type. Preparatory tasks, like con-
necting an adapter, only need to be performed once.

Customized repair information  
Depending on the fault indication, it can make sense 
to repair individual diesel injector components. The 
Bosch software supports you with the right information 
for assessing the feasibility of doing this.  

Subscription license (yearly)   
Primary license (1 computer):      1 687 P15 137
Additional license (+1 computer):      1 687 P15 138
Multiple  license (for 3 computer): 1 687 P15 139

Tool sets
CRI repair tool   0 986 610 700
    CRIN upgrade kit for CRI      0 986 610 705
CRIN repair tool   0 986 610 710
    CRI upgrade kit for CRIN      0 986 610 715

CRR 950 license and 
tool sets

The existing tool sets can continue to be used;  
the functions are supported by the CRR 950  
repair software.

Thanks to the user-friendly interface of the CRR 950 software – which boasts numerous 
functions, a steadily expanding database, and clear instructions for performing the individual 
steps in sequence – you and your specialized workshop are enabled to easily and efficiently 
repair diesel common-rail injectors.



Robert Bosch GmbH
Postfach 11 29

73201 Plochingen
Germany

Bosch technologies are used in most vehicles worldwide.
People, and assuring their mobility, is what we are focused on.

Therefore, we have dedicated over 130 years of pioneering spirit
and expertise in research and manufacturing to achieving this.

We provide the aftermarket and workshops worldwide with modern diagnostic and workshop  
equipment and a wide range of spare parts for passenger cars and commercial vehicles:

◾ solutions for efficient vehicle repairs

◾ innovative workshop equipment and software

◾ one of the world’s most comprehensive ranges of new and exchange parts

◾ large network of wholesale customers, for quick and reliable parts supply

◾ competent hotline support

◾ comprehensive educational and training offers

◾ targeted sales and marketing support

What drives you,
drives us

Find out more at:
boschaftermarket.com
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